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THE ENLARGEMENT REFORM DEBATE GAINS
MOMENTUM AFTER THE FRENCH “NON”
A month after its decision to block the launch of accession talks with Tirana and Skopje sent shockwaves
across the EU, Paris has now rekindled the enlargement debate with its proposal for “a renewed approach
to the accession process”.

F

rance has been in the
spotlight since President
Emmanuel Macron
blocked the launch of accession
negotiations with North Macedonia
and Albania at the European
Council meeting on 17-18 October
2019. Despite the European
Commission’s favourable opinion,
arguing that the enlargement
policy was in need of a
fundamental overhaul, Macron has
dealt a severe blow to the EU hopes
of Skopje and Tirana. Although Paris
was also backed by Amsterdam
and Copenhagen, which voiced
reservations about Albania’s level of
preparedness, Macron’s stance was
seen as the major stumbling block
for launching accession talks with
the two Western Balkan countries.
The failure to open accession
talks with the two Western Balkan
EU-hopefuls was heavily criticised
especially after North Macedonia
had agreed to change its name
ending a decades-old dispute with
Greece with the main motivation to
clear its path to the EU. The French
“non”, which was interpreted as a
huge blow to the EU’s credibility,
has created fury among EU leaders
and senior EU officials with the
outgoing President of the European
Commission Jean-Claude Juncker
calling the move “a grave historic
mistake”.
Enlargement Reform “à la
Française”
A month following his decision
to block the launch of accession
talks with Albania and North
Macedonia, Macron has outlined
his ideas for “a renewed approach
to the accession process” in a nonpaper addressed to EU capitals.

five whereas foreign affairs will
be covered at stage six and finally
the seventh stage will deal with
other matters. The completion of
the negotiations in each stage will
unlock the possibility to participate
in relevant EU programmes, to be
involved in sectoral policies and to
benefit from targeted financing.

According to the 5-page-long
document leaked to the press
on 15 November 2019, gradual
association, stringent conditions,
tangible benefits and reversibility
will be the four principles guiding
the renewed approach to the
accession process. The reversibility
principle will allow the EU to
backtrack to the previous stage
or abandon accession talks if a
candidate country moves away
from EU standards.
According to the current
methodology, following the
unanimous approval of the Council,
the candidate country formally
begins accession negotiations
trying to bring its national
legislation in line with the EU’s
body of laws -also known as the

acquis- which is divided into 35
chapters. Once negotiations in the
35 acquis chapters are completed,
the candidate country signs the
accession treaty which has to
be approved by the Council and
ratified in each Member State.
The French proposal departs
from the current methodology
by reorganising the accession
process based on 35 chapters
into seven policy blocks, each of
which is to be tackled in a separate
stage. Paris argues that this would
allow the candidate countries to
be gradually integrated into EU
policies and programmes. Instead
of simultaneous negotiations,
under the French proposal
negotiations are to progress in
a sequential manner with each

stage conditional on successful
completion of the previous one.
In a nod to the “new approach”
prioritising the rule of law currently
applied in the accession process
since 2011, the first stage in the
French proposal will address crosscutting issues such as the rule of
law, fundamental rights, justice
and security. This will be followed
by the second stage which will
tackle education, research and
space, youth, culture, sport,
environment, transport. Stage
three will deal with employment,
social policy, health and consumer
protection and competitiveness
while economic and financial affairs
will be addressed at stage four.
Internal market, agriculture and
fisheries will be dealt with at stage

Six EU Capitals Support
Enlargement Reform
The French non-paper has
sparked an intense debate among
EU policy circles with some
analysts expressing unease about
the stringent conditions laid out
in the proposal with many of the
rewards back-loaded while others
question Paris’ genuine motivation.
The latest contribution to the
enlargement reform debate came
from the foreign ministers of
Austria, Czechia, Poland, Slovakia,
Italy and Slovenia. On 18 November
2019, the six foreign ministers,
in a joint letter addressed to
outgoing Commission President
Juncker, invited the Commission
to elaborate by January 2020
concrete proposals for enhancing
the effectiveness of the accession
process. Moreover, the six foreign
ministers have set a deadline for
the opening of accession talks with
Albania and North Macedonia by
March 2020.
As the new Commission
takes office, the debate on the
future of enlargement policy is
likely to intensify. It remains to be
seen whether the EU will be able
to honour its commitments and
launch accession talks with North
Macedonia and Albania before
the EU-Western Balkans Summit in
Zagreb scheduled for May 2020.
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TURKEY-EU JCC TO MEET IN
TURKEY IN MARCH

IKV CHAIRMAN ZEYTİNOĞLU
COMMENTED ON THE INCOMING
COMMISSION

O
T

he Union of Chambers and Commodity
Exchanges of Turkey (TOBB) President
and Co-Chairman of the Turkish Wing of the
Turkey-EU Joint Consultative Committee (JCC)
M. Rifat Hisarcıklıoğlu, and Panagiotis Gkofas,
Co-Chairman of the EU Wing, came together at
a working dinner in İstanbul on 27 November
2019. Deputy Foreign Minister Ambassador
Faruk Kaymakcı attended part of the dinner.
Turkey-EU JCC Co-Chairs, in their first
meeting after the Turkey-EU JCC meeting held

in April 2019, discussed the latest developments
in Turkey and the EU, Turkey-EU relations and
the Turkey-EU JCC 2020 program. During the
working dinner, the importance of dialogue
between Turkey and the EU as well as the
constructive and bridge-building role of the
JCC, as a platform bringing together NGOs
from Turkey and EU was highlighted. Moreover,
Turkey-EU JCC Co-Chairs agreed that the first
Turkey-EU JCC meeting of 2020 should be held
in March in Turkey.

IKV CHAIRMAN ZEYTİNOĞLU
ASSESSED THE EU COUNCIL
CONCLUSIONS ON TURKEY

I

KV Chairman Ayhan Zeytinoğlu issued a
statement evaluating the EU Foreign Affairs
Council conclusions of 11 November 2019
on Turkey’s East Mediterranean hydrocarbon
drilling activities. IKV Chairman Zeytinoğlu
made the following remarks: “Following its
scandalous conclusions of 15 July and 14
October 2019, the EU Foreign Affairs Council
has moved one step further and adopted a
framework for sanctions concerning Turkey’s
drilling activities in the Eastern Mediterranean.
As one can recall, the EU Foreign Affairs
Conclusions of 14 October, which were also
later endorsed by the European Council, have
tasked the EU External Action Service and
the European Commission with establishing
a framework for restrictive measures. The
sanction framework adopted on 11 November
is a direct follow up of these conclusions. The
adopted framework will lay the groundwork
for the EU to impose restrictive measures, such
as a travel ban and an asset freeze on natural
persons and legal entities linked to Turkey’s
drilling activities in the Eastern Mediterranean.
In addition, under the framework, natural
persons and legal entities in the EU would be
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prohibited from disbursing funds to individuals
and institutions that would be on the sanctions
list. In the coming period, the EU could identify
persons or institutions to be included within
the scope of restrictive measures.”
IKV Chairman Zeytinoğlu continued his
remarks as follows: “The EU, which has lost
its objectivity regarding the Cyprus issue,
continues to lend unconditional support to
the Greek Cypriot side under ‘member state
solidarity’ against Turkey’s drilling activities,
which Turkey conducts to protect its legitimate
rights emanating from the continental shelf as
well as those of the Turkish Cypriots who are
the co-owners of the island’s natural resources.
It is very unfortunate that such a decision was
taken in the run up to the tripartite meeting
the two parties on the island are set to have
with UN Secretary-General Guterres on 25
November in Berlin. The fact that the EU is
playing the sanction card rather than coming
up with constructive solutions is not only
increasing tension in the already strained
relations between Turkey and the EU, but it
also renders a Cyprus settlement even more
difficult.”

n the occasion of the European
Parliament’s (EP) approval of the new
European Commission led by Ursula von
der Leyen, IKV Chairman Ayhan Zeytinoğlu
issued a press statement on 27 November
2019 and made the following remarks: “The
new College of Commissioners led by former
German Defence Minister Ursula von der
Leyen was approved by the EP with 461 votes
in favour, 157 against and 89 abstentions and
is set to take office on 1 December following
its appointment by the European Council. It is
striking that despite all the criticism, the von
der Leyen Commission has managed to win
stronger support from the MEPs compared
the preceding Juncker Commission which
had been approved by 423 votes in 2014.
The von der Leyen Commission will
take office with a one-month delay leaving
behind a tough hearing process with some
commissioners-designate being eliminated
by EP Committees. As it might be recalled,
Hungary, Romania and France had to put
forward new names, following the initial
nominees’ failure to receive a greenlight from
EP Committees.”
IKV Chairman Ayhan Zeytinoğlu made
the following remarks about the composition
of the 2019-2024 Commission: “Ursula von
der Leyen, who will take office as the first
female European Commission President, will
preside over a Commission composed of 11
female and 15 male commissioners. As such,
the von der Leyen Commission has come
closest to achieving gender parity in the EU’s
institutional history.”
IKV Chairman Zeytinoğlu noted that
the new Commission would take office
without a British commissioner due to the
UK’s failure to nominate a Commissioner
and said: “The need for London to nominate
a Commissioner remains valid. This risks
bringing the EU and the UK against one
another.”
IKV Chairman Zeytinoğlu pointed
out that the incoming Commission
would be “a geopolitical Commission”
and said: “Emphasising that the 20192024 Commission will be ‘a geopolitical
Commission’, von der Leyen will strive

to make the EU a more strategic, a more
unified and a more assertive actor in
a world dominated by great power
rivalry. Accordingly, increasing the EU’s
ability to act autonomously will be among
the priorities of the new Commission.”
Indicating that in the coming period,
the Commissioner for Neighbourhood
and Enlargement and the EU High
Representative for Foreign Affairs and
Security Policy would be key figures for
Turkey, IKV Chairman stated the following:
“In the new Commission, Hungary’s
former Permanent Representative to
the EU Ambassador Olivér Várhelyi will
be responsible for the neighbourhood
and enlargement portfolio. The fact that
the enlargement dossier is assigned to a
commissioner from a pro-enlargement
and a Turkey-friendly country is a welcome
development. As it might be recalled,
during the 2014-2019 period, this portfolio
was carried out by Austrian Commissioner
Johannes Hahn, whose rhetoric and
approach rather than contributing to
Turkey-EU relations, has caused tension
between the parties. Moreover, the post
of EU foreign policy chief will be held by
former EP President and Spanish Foreign
Minister Josep Borrell. The choice of Josep
Borrell for this role is welcome for he was
known as a figure close to Turkey during his
term as EP President and has more recently
advocated diplomacy over sanctions
concerning Turkey’s East Med hydrocarbon
drilling activities.”
IKV President Ayhan Zeytinoğlu
concluded his remarks about the new EU
leadership with the following statements:
“On 1 December, there will be a changing of
guard not only in the European Commission,
but also in the European Council. Ursula von
der Leyen will take office as the President
of the European Commission and former
Belgian Prime Minister Charles Michel will
take office as the President of the European
Council. We hope that this change in the
EU leadership will lead to a new chapter in
Turkey-EU relations and wish success to the
new EU leadership.”
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IKV CHAIRMAN ZEYTİNOĞLU
ATTENDED TURKEY-QATAR
BUSINESS FORUM

O

n 21 November 2019,
IKV Chairman and TOBB
Vice-President Ayhan Zeytinoğlu
attended the Turkey-Qatar Business
Forum which was also attended by
Qatar Chamber of Commerce and
Industry Board Member Mohamed
bin Jawhar al-Mohamed, as well as
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numerous company representatives
from the two countries. During the
Forum, cooperation agreements
between various companies from
the two countries were signed.
In his address, IKV Chairman
and TOBB Vice-President Zeytinoğlu
said that the Turkish business

community had always been close
to Qatar and they worked with the
Qatar Chamber on many platforms.
IKV Chairman and TOBB VicePresident Zeytinoğlu indicated that
Turkey and Qatar’s mutual trade
volume was estimated as 3 billion
dollars. Zeytinoğlu stated that
Qatari capital investments in Turkey
which were around 100 million
dollars 10 years ago currently
reached 2.5 billion dollars whereas
the projects undertaken by Turkish
companies in Qatar were worth 17
billion dollars.
Zeytinoğlu also reminded that
the first statement supporting
Turkey following the 15 July coup
attempt came from Qatar and that
Qatar supported Turkey’s Operation
Peace Spring which was launched
against terrorist organisations in
northern Syria.

TIMELINE
NOVEMBER 2019
1
2
3
4
5
President Erdoğan paid an
official visit to Hungary to
attend the 4th meeting of the
Turkey-Hungary High Level
Strategic Cooperation Council.

I

KV was founded by the Istanbul
Chamber of Industry and the
Istanbul Chamber of Commerce
on 26 November 1965, two
years after the signature of
Ankara Agreement establishing
association between Turkey
and the European Economic
Community. Celebrating
its 54th anniversary, IKV is

Turkey. IKV Brussels Office, which
was opened in 1984, is the first
representative office of the Turkish
business community vis-à-vis the
EU.
IKV carries out activities
focusing on Turkey-EU relations
and conveys the views and
recommendations on behalf of
Turkey and the Turkish business
community to EU institutions and
European interlocutors. Marking its
54th anniversary, IKV will continue
its work decisively with the
support of the trustees, supporting
organisations under the leadership
of its Chairman and the board of
directors.

6
7
8

IKV organised a roundtable
meeting on the role of China in
the 21st century.

9
The EU Foreign Affairs
Council adopted a sanctions
framework for Turkey’s
hydrocarbon drilling activities.

10

President Erdoğan paid a
two-day working visit to the
US upon the invitation of US
President Trump.

12

IKV MARKED ITS 54TH ANNIVERSARY
Turkish business community’s
specialised organisation on
EU affairs and has pursued
its research and activities
relentlessly and decisively for
54 years thanks to support from
organisations representing
Turkish business community,
especially TOBB.
The main objective of IKV
is to inform the public and raise
awareness through research,
advocacy, publications, projects,
events and other activities to
support Turkey’s EU integration.
IKV performs a two-way function
in a way informing Turkish citizens
about the EU and EU citizens about

The Future Values Training was
held in Brussels.

11

13

IKV Secretary General Nas
attended the Paris Peace Forum.
IKV Chairman Zeytinoğlu
assessed the EU Council
conclusions on Turkey.
A group of students from
Yeditepe University visited IKV.

14
15
16

IKV Secretary General Nas
discussed the Customs Union
in Kayseri.

17
18
Foreign Minister Çavuşoğlu
participated in the NATO
Foreign Ministers Meeting in
Brussels.

19
20
21
22

IKV Chairman Zeytinoğlu
participated in the Turkey-Qatar
Business Forum.

23

IKV SECRETARY GENERAL NAS
ATTENDED THE PARIS PEACE FORUM

I

KV Secretary General Assoc.
Prof. Çiğdem Nas attended
the second edition of the Paris
Peace Forum which was held
on 11-13 November 2019 at
La Grand Halle de la Vilette in
Paris. The forum started with
opening speeches by numerous
politicians and states people
including the incoming President
of the European Commission
Ursula von der Leyen and French
President Emmanuel Macron.
Within the scope of the forum,

simultaneous sessions were
held on critical cooperation
areas such as security, peace,
democracy, environment,
climate change, energy, cyber
security, media and information
flow. The forum, in which
various NGOs from all around
the world promoted their
projects, focused on global
cooperation opportunities and
how to deal with the factors
that render cooperation
difficult.

UN Secretary General Guterres
hosted a trilateral meeting
with Turkish Cypriot and Greek
Cypriot leaders in Berlin.

The EP approved the new
College of Commissioners led
by Ursula von der Leyen.
The European Council formally
appointed the von der Leyen
Commission.
The Europe connection of the
TANAP was inaugurated.

24
25
26
27
28
29

IKV marked its 54th anniversary.
TOBB President and Turkey-EU
JCC Turkey Wing Co-Chair
Hisarcıklıoğlu and EU Wing CoChair Gkofas met in Istanbul.
IKV Chairman Zeytinoğlu issued
a statement on the EP’s
3
Issue 25 • December 2016
approval of the von der Leyen
Commission.

30
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CHINA’S POLITICAL AND
ECONOMIC ROLE WAS DISCUSSED
AT IKV ROUNDTABLE
O
n 8 November 2019, IKV
organised a roundtable
meeting entitled “China in the 21st
Century: Partner or Competitor?”
in association with the Friedrich
Naumann Foundation (FNF) and
Sabancı University. IKV Chairman
Ayhan Zeytinoğlu, Prof. Bahri
Yılmaz from Sabancı University
and FNF Head of Istanbul Office
Dr. Ronald Meinardus delivered
the opening speeches of the
event. The conference continued
with panel sessions dealing with
different dimensions of China’s
role in the global arena and the
relations between China and major
international actors. Numerous
leading experts, academics,

O

n 26 November 2019, IKV
Strategy and Business
Development Director M. Gökhan
Kilit delivered a speech at the
workshop entitled “EU-Turkey
Customs Union and EU Trade Rules:
Opportunities and Challenges for
SMEs”. The workshop, which was
jointly organised by TOBB and the
Association of European Chambers
of Commerce and Industry

representatives from the business
community, international
organisations and think tanks shared
their views on the on the role of

O

tudents from Yeditepe
University’s Public Administration
Department visited IKV on 13
November 2019. The students
were informed on the activities
and research carried out by the
foundation. IKV Strategy and Business
Development Director M. Gökhan
Kilit gave a presentation on the

projection into the policy-making
process.

IKV SECRETARY GENERAL EVALUATED
TURKEY-EU CUSTOMS UNION IN KAYSERI

I

KV Secretary General Assoc.
Prof. Çiğdem Nas delivered
a presentation at the Kayseri
Chamber of Industry at a panel
held in the framework of the “Hear
the CSOs” Project on 15 November
2019. The project, which is carried
out by ABKAD with the aim of
strengthening the capacity of
the information infrastructure
of CSOs related to the Customs
Union modernisation process and
contributing to policy making
processes by improving their
communication and advocacy skills
within the scope of the Civil Society
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YEDITEPE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
VISITED IKV

S

and reactions in the public’s
approach to the EU and their

Support-II Program, is funded by the
EU. In her presentation, IKV Secretary
General Nas interpreted the potential

EUROCHAMBRES within the
framework of Turkey–EU Business
Dialogue Project, was hosted by
the Ankara Chamber of Industry. In
his presentation, IKV Strategy and
Business Development Director
Kilit talked about Turkey-EU trade
relations, the modernisation of the
Turkey-EU Customs Union and its
potential implcations for the Turkish
business community.

China in the global economy and
politics as well as the China’s relations
with major international actors
including the EU, US and Turkey.

IKV SECRETARY GENERAL NAS SPOKE AT
A WORKSHOP IN AMSTERDAM
n 21 November 2019, IKV
Secretary General Assoc. Prof.
Çiğdem Nas gave a presentation at
the workshop entitled “Emotions in
European Foreign Policy at Populist
Times” which was held at the Free
University of Amsterdam (Vrije
Universiteit Amsterdam). During the
workshop, academics and experts
from Turkey, Belgium, UK, Ireland
and the Netherlands discussed how
EU foreign policy was affected by
the increasing populism and how
emotions such as anxiety, fear,
appreciation and hate influenced
foreign policy and international
relations. In her presentation, IKV
Secretary General Assoc. Prof. Nas
talked about the role of emotions in
Turkey-EU relations and addressed
the effects of emotional reflexes

IKV ASSESSED TURKEY-EU RELATIONS
AT ANKARA CHAMBER OF INDUSTRY

effects of the modernisation of the
Turkey-EU Customs Union on the
Turkish services sector.

latest developments in Turkey-EU
relations including the Turkey-EU
refugee deal, the visa liberalisation
process and the modernisation of the
Customs Union. IKV Press Officer and
EU Information Centre Coordinator
Mehmet Poyrazlı talked about the
internship opportunities at IKV and
at EU institutions in Brussels.

THE FUTURE VALUES TRAINING WAS
HELD IN BRUSSELS

T

he first part of the “Future Values
Training: European sentiment
in Turkey among opinion-shapers
and youth leaders 2019-2020”
project was held between 28
October and 1 November 2019 in
Brussels in collaboration with the
European Neighbourhood Council
(ENC), FNF and the EU Delegation
to Turkey.
During the Future Values
Training, general meetings and
roundtables on trade relations,
financial aid instruments,
digitalisation, migration, rule
of law, renewable energy and
environment were held at the
IKV Brussels Representation. In
addition to general meetings,

participants held one-on-one
interviews with representatives
of EU institutions, civil society
and private sector, and had the
opportunity to conduct in-depth
discussions on their respective
fields of research. Among the
participants of the training, IKV
Junior Researcher Merve Özcan
focused on trade relations, while
IKV Junior Researcher Selvi Eren
concentrated on the future of EU
institutions. In the second part
of the project, the participants
will give lectures in universities
across Turkey and discuss
Europe’s innovative policies and
progressive thematic priority areas
related to their working field.
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TURKEY-EU WATCH

EU COUNCIL ADOPTED SANCTIONS FRAMEWORK
FOR TURKEY’S DRILLING ACTIVITIES
Last in a series of controversial moves, EU Foreign Ministers adopted a sanctions framework concerning
Turkey’s hydrocarbon drilling activities.

O

n 11 November 2019, the
EU Foreign Affairs Council
adopted a framework for
sanctions concerning Turkey’s
drilling activities in the Eastern
Mediterranean based on the
claim that the activities were
unauthorised. It was stated
that the sanctions framework
was a follow-up to the Council
conclusions dated 14 October
which were then endorsed by
the European Council on 17-18
October. Siding with the Greek
Cypriot Administration under
“member state solidarity”, the
Council had previously adopted
controversial measures such as the
suspension of the negotiations on
the Comprehensive Air Transport
Agreement along with Association
Council meetings.
As it is known, the Greek
Cypriot Administration has been
giving licenses to international

companies in its unilaterally
declared exclusive economic zone.
Turkey has been objecting to the
Greek Cypriot Administration’s

unilateral drilling activities as they
disregard the rights of the Turkish
Cypriots who are the co-owners
of the island’s natural resources

and part of the areas claimed by
the Greek Cypriots overlap with
Turkey’s continental shelf. Turkey
has repeatedly indicated that its

hydrocarbon drilling activities were
in line with its legitimate rights
emanating from international law
and the protection of the rights of
the Turkish Cypriots.
According to the Council
conclusions, the sanctions
framework will make it possible
for the EU to impose sanctions on
people or organisations engaged
in drilling activities. It was stated
that the sanctions would consist
of a travel ban to the EU and an
asset freeze for natural persons
and entities. Moreover, EU persons
and entities would be forbidden
from making funds available to the
persons and entities included in
the sanctions list. The EU Foreign
Affairs Council conclusions were
criticised by Turkey. In a written
statement, the Turkish Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, expressed Ankara’s
determination to continue its
exploration and drilling activities.

THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION AND THE OECD
REVISED UP TURKEY’S GROWTH ESTIMATES
In their latest economic outlook reports, both the European Commission and the OECD revised upwards the
growth forecast for the Turkish economy.

O

n 7 November 2019, the European
Commission published the
Autumn 2019 edition of its European
Economic Forecast Report which
evaluates the economies of member
and candidate countries and presents
projections on their main economic
indicators. According to the report,
the external environment for the EU
has become much less supportive
and uncertainty is on the rise. This
particularly affects the manufacturing
sector leading the European
economy to a protracted period of
more subdued growth and muted
inflation. In line with the Commission’s
projections, the GDP growth rate of the
Euro Area is expected to be 1.1 percent
in 2019, 1.2 percent in 2020 and 2021
while the GDP growth rate for the EU is
expected to rise by 1.4 percent in 2019,
2020 and 2021.
In the section assessing Turkey’s
economy, the Commission noted that
the economy recovered faster than
expected from last year’s currency

crisis, with the support of a large
fiscal stimulus and strong growth
contribution of net exports. The
recovery however, is not expected to

be as strong as previous recessions.
According to the report, a weak labour
market, the need to repair corporate
balance sheets and persistent

uncertainty are predicted to weigh on
consumption and investment. With a
0.3 percent growth the Commission’s
growth forecast for 2019 is more

positive compared to its previous
projection which estimated a 2.3
percent contraction. On the other hand,
the Commission’s growth projections
for 2020 and 2021 are respectively 3.1
percent and 3.5 percent.
OECD, in its latest outlook for
the global economy unveiled on 21
November 2019, also revised the GDP
projections for the Turkish economy in
2019, 2020 and 2021. The organisation
upgraded its 2019 forecast for Turkey to
0.3 percent growth from a contraction
of 0.3 percent in the September
projection. The GDP growth forecast
for 2020 was also revised upwards to
3 percent from 1.6 percent while the
forecast for 2021 was revised from 2.3
percent to 3.2 percent. OECD reported
that the growth in Turkey continued
to recover in recent months, and
substantial government stimulus
was lifting domestic demand more
vigorously than previously anticipated
and currency depreciation was
supporting exports.
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TURKEY-EU WATCH

TRILATERAL CYPRUS MEETING CONVENED IN BERLIN
TO REVIVE SETTLEMENT TALKS
U

N Secretary-General Antonio Guterres,
President of the Turkish Republic of
Northern Cyprus (TRNC) Mustafa Akıncı and
the Greek Cypriot leader Nicos Anastasiades
came together in Berlin on 25 November 2019.
During the informal trilateral meeting, which
took place two years after the collapse of the
UN-led peace talks in Switzerland, leaders
reconfirmed their commitment to reach a
strategic agreement for a comprehensive
settlement on the island.
In a statement following the trilateral
meeting, UN Secretary-General Guterres
expressed his readiness to extend the
efforts to achieve terms of reference to
serve as a basis for phased, meaningful,
and results-oriented negotiations at the
earliest opportunity. The UN SecretaryGeneral underscored that this time must be
different and pointed out at the possibility
of convening an informal five-party meeting
with the participation of the three guarantor
powers; Turkey, Greece and the UK plus the
UN.
Speaking to the reporters following the
meeting, TRNC President Akıncı welcomed the
agreement to revive the Cyprus settlement
talks and noted it as a positive step. Stating
that that they had managed to get the train

back on the right track, TRNC President Akıncı
highlighted that the parties were not talking
about an open-ended process anymore.
Akıncı expressed hope for a five-party Cyprus

TERRORIST GROUP PKK MENTIONED
AS DRUG TRAFFICKERS IN 2019 EU
DRUG MARKETS REPORT

conference in 2020.
The European Commission also
voiced support for the trilateral meeting.
Commenting on the trilateral meeting,

European Commission’s Chief Spokesperson
Mina Andreeva said that the European
Commission wished for the negotiations to be
concluded successfully.

TURKEY RECEIVED 350 MILLION
DOLLARS FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY

T

he 2019 EU Drug Markets Report,
prepared jointly by the European
Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug
Addiction (EMCDDA) and Europol was
presented on 26 November 2019. The
report, which is the third comprehensive
report covering illicit drug markets in the
EU, reveals that the drug market is a major
source of income for organised crime
groups, with a total volume of more than
30 billion euros per year.
The 2019 EU Drug Markets Report
aims to dig deeper into interactions
between terrorism and drug markets, with
an evidence-based approach. The report
covers trends and effects of drug use on
health and describes the close relationship
between drug markets with organised
crime as well as details about the supply
chain of drugs from production to sales.
On that issue, the terrorist group PKK is
indicated in the report, “to be involved in
organised crime with few examples of its
engagement in the drug trade in the EU.”
Turkey consistently stresses PKK’s role
in drug trafficking and organised crime
both within Turkey and the EU. Therefore,
remarks indicated in the 2019 EU Drug
Markets Report on PKK supports Turkey’s
political stance on organised crime and
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T
counter-terrorism. Furthermore, according
to the 2019 Turkish National Drug Report,
drug-related public expenditure in Turkey
has reached 1.3 billion liras in 2018, with
an increase of 45.6 percent compared to
2017. The national report evaluates that
in total, PKK earns 500 million dollars per
year on illicit drug production and trade
activities.

he European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (EBRD) announced
on 26 November 2019 during the Turkish
Residential Energy Efficiency Financing
Facility (TuREEFF) Forum that over 50,000
Turkish households benefitted from 350
million dollars funding for energy efficiency
in buildings and equipment through a
lending program jointly extended by several
clean finance institutions.
TuREEFF is a program developed by
the EBRD, supported by Clean Technology
Fund (CTF) and the EU to provide funding
for residential consumers who intend

investing in Energy Efficiency projects.
TuREEFF funds households, construction
companies and vendors of energy-saving
household equipment through four
separate banks namely; Garanti BBVA,
Şekerbank, Türkiye İş Bankası and Yapı Kredi.
Speaking at the Forum, EBRD Managing
Director in Turkey Arvid Tuerkner marked
TuREEFF’s achievements and emphasised
the importance of environmental friendly
consumer groups and energy efficiency in
buildings. He also pointed out the role the
EBRD has played in pioneering the bank’s
relevant lending program.
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HIGH-LEVEL EXCHANGES

TANAP-EUROPE CONNECTION WAS
OFFICIALLY INAUGURATED

T

he inauguration ceremony
of Trans Anatolian Natural
Gas Pipeline (TANAP)-Europe
Connection was held on 30
November 2019 in Ipsala, Edirne
with participation of President
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, President
Ilham Aliyev of Azerbaijan, Prime
Minister Giorgi Gakharia of Georgia,
Bosnia and Herzegovina Presidential
Council Member Šefik Džaferović
and Speaker of the National
Assembly of Serbia Maja Gojković.

In his speech at the ceremony
President Erdoğan stated that the
project, above all, was the symbol of
the deep-rooted friendship among
Turkey, Azerbaijan and Georgia.
Highlighting that tensions were
fuelled instead of ensuring a fair
share of the hydrocarbon resources
in the Eastern Mediterranean,
President Erdoğan underlined that
Turkey would not give up its rights
nor let the rights of the Turkish
Republic of Northern Cyprus be

usurped. Indicating that TANAPEurope Connection was the most
concrete sign of Turkey’s peaceful
vision, President Erdoğan said:
“During a period in which the
world’s agenda is preoccupied with
trade wars, terror, street incidents
and instabilities, we are once again
connecting Europe and Asia via
TANAP. We are giving messages of
cooperation and partnership from
here to the entire world as well as
our region.”
As it is known, the Southern
Gas Corridor (SGC) aims to carry
Azerbaijani gas produced in the Shah
Deniz field and other fields in the
south of the Caspian Sea to European
markets. Its largest part, TANAP, is
now poised to launch the next phase
of the project by releasing gas to the
Trans Adriatic Pipeline (TAP). TAP, the
European component of the SGC,
starts in Greece and extends into Italy
and is yet to be completed. TANAP,
which was officially inaugurated in
June 2018, with a grand ceremony in
Eskişehir, has an estimated delivery of
3.04 billion cubic meters (bcm) to the
Turkish gas network. By the end of
June 2020, the pipeline is expected
to deliver 6 bcm of gas to Turkey.

PRESIDENT ERDOĞAN PAID AN
OFFICIAL VISIT TO HUNGARY
T

urkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdoğan paid a two-day official
to Hungary to attend the 4th
Turkey-Hungary High Level Strategic
Cooperation Council meeting on
7 November 2019. Following his
arrival in Hungary’s capital Budapest,
President Erdoğan held a bilateral
meeting with his Hungarian
counterpart János Áder.
Afterwards, President Recep
Tayyip Erdoğan and Hungarian Prime
Minister Victor Orbán co-chaired the
4th meeting of the Turkey-Hungary
High Level Strategic Cooperation
Council. Speaking at the joint press
conference after the meeting,
President Erdoğan highlighted that
Hungary’s support for Turkey’s EU
bid was extremely valuable and
expressed his special gratitude to
Hungarian Prime Minister Orbán for
his support on the issue. Stating that
EU’s recent stance towards Turkey
was far from being constructive,
President Erdoğan emphasised that
bilateral issues of some member
countries should not get in the way
of Turkey-EU relations.
Concerning Turkish-Hungarian
relations, President Erdoğan
expressed the two countries’

FOREIGN MINISTER
ÇAVUŞOĞLU PARTICIPATED IN
NATO MINISTERIAL MEETING

O

n 20 November 2019, Turkish
Foreign Minister Mevlüt
Çavuşoğlu visited Brussels to
participate in the NATO Foreign
Ministers Meeting. At the
meeting, ministers discussed the
current strategic challenges of the
Alliance and the preparation for
the Leaders’ Meeting to be held in
London in December.
In his speech at the NATO
Foreign Ministers Meeting,
Minister Çavuşoğlu emphasised
the importance of solidarity

on 16 April 2018. In
the context of the
visit, Stoltenberg
came together with
President Recep Tayyip
Erdoğan, Minister of
Foreign Affairs Mevlüt
Çavuşoğlu and Minister
of National Defence
Nurettin Canikli.
During the visit,
NATO Secretary
General Stoltenberg

within the Alliance and the need
to fight against terrorism in all
its forms and shared information
regarding Turkey’s Operation
Peace Spring. On the margins of
the meeting, Foreign Minister
Çavuşoğlu held bilateral talks with
his counterparts from the United
States, the United Kingdom
and Croatia. During his visit to
Brussels, Minister Çavuşoğlu also
met with the President of the
European Parliament David Maria
Sassoli.

NATO allies’ solidarity
in the fight against all
kinds of terrorism was
emphasised.
Following the
meeting with President
Erdoğan, Stoltenberg
came together with
Minister of Foreign
Affairs Mevlüt
Çavuşoğlu. Minister
Çavuşoğlu and Secretary
General Stoltenberg

YPG, FETÖ and ISIL and
expressed that decisions
regarding enlargement
policy should be taken.
Lastly, Stoltenberg
met with Minister
of National Defence
Nurettin Canikli. During
the meeting, Minister
Canikli and NATO
Secretary General Jens
Stoltenberg discussed
the cooperation in the

FOREIGN MINISTER ÇAVUŞOĞLU
ATTENDED THE STRATEGIC
DIALOGUE ON THE WESTERN
BALKANS

F
common will to increase the bilateral
trade volume from 2.6 billion
dollars in 2018, to 6 billion dollars.
President Erdoğan added that Turkey
and Hungary had an exemplary
cooperation in terms of the
preservation of their shared historical
and cultural heritage.
Within the framework of the
meeting, Turkey also signed 10
agreements with Hungary which
aim further cooperation in the
fields of road transport, cultural

education, social services, space and
cooperation between the foreign
ministries and the state archives. It
was also underscored that Turkey
was determined to realise several
projects with Hungary in the field
of defence industry. It is important
to note that Hungary is the first EU
member country to purchase Ejder
Yalçın, which is an armoured vehicle,
manufactured by a Turkish defence
industry company named Nurol
Makina.

oreign Minister Mevlüt
Çavuşoğlu attended the
“Strategic Dialogue on the
Western Balkans Leaders
Summit” hosted by the World
Economic Forum (WEF)
in Geneva on 7-8 November
2019. At the summit, Foreign
Minister Çavuşoğlu held bilateral
meetings with ministers from
the other participating countries,
including Prime Minister Andrej
Plenković of Croatia, Foreign
Minister Nikos Dendias of Greece,
and Deputy Prime Minister
and Minister of Justice Zoran

Pažin of Montenegro. Foreign
Minister Çavuşoğlu also met with
WEF’s Founder and Executive
Chairman Klaus Schwab and
WEF’s President Børge Brende.
During the summit, Minister
Çavuşoğlu underscored that
Turkey’s support for lasting
peace and stability in the
Balkans would continue. He also
discussed the current political
and economic challenges as
well as opportunities in the
Balkans and exchanged views
on the economic and social
developments in the region.
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EXPERT VIEW

TURKEY AND THE WEST: LET COMPROMISE AND
UNDERSTANDING PREVAIL
While Turkey’s Western allies should not dismiss Turkey’s very real security concerns, Turkey should make
sure that it can keep the dialogue ongoing with its Western allies.
Assoc. Prof. Çiğdem NAS
IKV Secretary General
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evaluated this threat as a vital source
of danger against its unity. Despite
calls to recognise the PYD/YPG as a
terrorist organisation, neither the US
nor the EU took action in this regard.
This situation together with the
general perception in Turkey that it
was left alone by the West in catering
for the needs of the nearly 4 million
refugees in the country fomented the
frustration felt about the Western allies
of Turkey.
Turkey’s growing rapprochement
with the Russian Federation over the
Syrian conflict, its being part of the
Astana process, purchase of S-400
air defence system from Russia and
the recent military incursion into
northeast Syria fuelled more tension
and controversy in Turkey’s already
strenuous relationship with its Western
allies. Turkey’s purchase of the S-400 air
defence system was rebuffed by the
USA and led to a series of sanctions
starting with Turkey’s exclusion from
the F-35 program. While President
Erdoğan and President Trump
apparently established a working
relationship with each other, the
approach towards Turkey seems to
be much more critical in the defence
establishment and the Congress.
Turkey’s “Peace Spring” operation
to the south of the Syrian border led
to intense criticism especially from EU
Member States, France and Germany.
President Trump was criticised for
betraying the Kurds by agreeing to
withdraw American troops from
the region where Turkey’s operation
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he recent period witnessed
growing problems and tension
in Turkey’s relations with the
West. While generally what is referred
to as the “West” is comprised of the
USA, EU (mostly Western Europe)
and Canada, roughly corresponding
to NATO member states, the real
difficulty emanates from the
growing rift between Turkey and
the USA. Concepts such as “strategic
partnership” or “model partnership”,
which have been used to denote the
relations between Turkey and the
USA, are no longer suitable to define
the new context of the relationship.
At best, the relationship could be
characterised as uneasy or thorny.
Though ending of the Cold
War and demise of the Soviet Union
could be taken as the events that
triggered change in Turkey’s standing
vis-à-vis the Transatlantic Alliance, the
US occupation of Iraq in 2003 and
the non-passage of the bill allowing
the use of Turkish territory by the
American army to wage the war
against Iraq could be evaluated as a
tipping point after which mistrust and
disagreements prevailed in TurkishAmerican relations. Following the Arab
spring events, growing instability in
the Middle East was met by different
reactions on the part of Turkish and
US governments. Turkey’s efforts in
hosting the largest number of refugees
fleeing the Syrian war was appreciated
and praised by both the EU and the
USA. While Turkey and its Western allies
agreed on the fact that a democratic
regime change in Syria would be the
cure for the troubles in the country,
they were in disagreement regarding
threat perception and the appropriate
strategy to employ. Turkey participated
in the coalition against the ISIL/Daesh
threat, yet its choosing to work
together with Islamist-oriented
elements of the Syrian opposition
raised some eyebrows among its
Western allies. While Turkey prioritised
the threat from the PYD/YPG due to
their close connection with the PKK, it

.
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targeted. Despite Turkey’s efforts
to explain the main purpose of the
operation which was to fight against
the PYD/YPG and not Kurds per se,
and to allay concerns about the
humanitarian effects, the operation
was mostly portrayed as one more
clampdown on the civilian population
in Syria. The sense of isolation and
betrayal by Western allies grew in
Turkey both in the government and
the general public due to a sense
of not being understood. Turkey’s
legitimate security concerns and its
right to take action in order to protect
itself against threats emanating from
Syria did not contribute to a sense of
solidarity by the EU or the USA. While
the EU counted on Turkey to take
care of the refugee issue, fight against
ISIL/Daesh and to fend Europe from
security threats, Turkey’s own concerns
were not given enough attention by
the EU or NATO. This created a real rift
between Turkey and the West. While
it was generally acknowledged that
Turkey was vital for Western security
and should remain as a leading
member of the NATO alliance, not
enough effort was put to preventing
the further weakening of Turkey’s
ties to the West and to reinforcing its
Western vocation.
The Erdoğan-Trump Meeting and
Beyond
President Erdoğan’s visit to the
USA and meeting with President
Trump was quite important regarding
whether or not a mending of fences
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could be achieved. In October, a
quite discourteous letter written
by President Trump to President
Erdoğan was leaked to the press
causing some more tension in
the bilateral relations. In the letter,
President Trump attempted to
change President Erdoğan’s mind
about a possible operation into Syria
and threatened with “destroying the
Turkish economy”. President Erdoğan
noted that he returned the letter in
his visit to the White House.
The meeting between the two
Presidents took place in a quite
amicable atmosphere. President
Erdoğan talked of the determination
to open a new chapter in the
relations while President Trump
noted that Turkey was a major
NATO ally and a strategic partner
for the USA. The fight against ISIL
and Turkey’s hosting of refugees
was a common concern for both
parties. The target of attaining 100
billion dollars of trade was also
acknowledged by both President
Trump and President Erdoğan.
Despite the amicable atmosphere,
the real problems and points of
disagreement could not be totally
resolved as a result of the meeting. A
mutual understanding was reached
on keeping the Peace Spring
Operation in Syria limited so that a
large-scale military confrontation
with either the US or YPG forces
would be prevented. Turkey’s
exclusion from the F-35 program, the
purchase of S-400 air defence system,
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the approach to PYD/YPG, and threat
of sanctions are unresolved issues
and continue to mar the relations.
Those issues of contention will be
further discussed in NATO’s London
Summit which will take place in
December.
It seems that more dialogue and
understanding is needed in order to
deal with the current problems in
the relations. While Turkey’s Western
allies should not dismiss and ignore
Turkey’s very real concerns about
its security and threats emanating
from the south of its borders,
Turkey should make sure that it can
communicate and keep the dialogue
ongoing with its Western allies. For
Turkey, its NATO membership and
candidacy to join the EU are still
very important both for its internal
stability and democratisation process
and its security and geopolitical
identity. Turkey’s significance for
the Transatlantic community is still
relevant due to its strategic location
and institutional ties with the West.
As the liberal international order is
crumbling and non-Western powers
attain positions of supremacy in the
changing world order, redefining and
reasserting Turkey’s significance and
role in the Transatlantic Alliance is
more important than ever. This task
cannot be accomplished without
paying enough attention to Turkey’s
own concerns and experiences for
the last two decades. The failure of
the EU’s transformative power in
Turkey’s case meant that the reforms
that started in the 2000s could not
be followed up with actual progress
in the accession negotiations and
membership talks, which started in
2005, did not lead to accession for 14
years now.
As supporters of Turkey-EU
relations and the goal of membership
to the EU, we feel the need to restore
and save Turkey-EU relations more
strongly than ever. A reengagement
is needed more than ever since
saving “project: Turkey in the EU” is
not only about Turkey or the EU, but
also about the meaning of the West
in the new era and the future of the
Transatlantic Alliance.
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